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Agenda

1) Brief overview of where we have been and what steps we have taken

2) A look at the data

3) Two main meetings - What do we want to move to and what do we want 

to keep (traditions)?

4) Essential questions for today’s meeting:

a) Latin Honors System - Tier Levels

b) Graduation Honors - How do we honor tier system and what do we 

want to keep (traditions)

c) Roll Out



Committee Members
Terry Dade - Superintendent - Cornwall Central School District

Megan Argenio - Assistant Superintendent for Instruction - Cornwall Central School District

Louis Trombetta - Interim Principal - Cornwall Central High School

Joseph DeBold - Director of Guidance K-12 - Cornwall Central School District

Margaret Quinn - Board of Education Member - Cornwall Central School District

Barbara Parnes - Co-chairperson HS Student Services - Cornwall Central High School



Committee Members
John Hines - Mathematics Teacher/Cornwall HS Alum - Cornwall Central High School

Kelly Finn - English Teacher/Junior Class Advisor - Cornwall Central High School

Jacques Ponsolle - Technology Teacher/Senior Class Advisor/SGO Advisor - Cornwall Central High School

Meghann Chyla - English Teacher/Senior Class Advisor/SGO Advisor - Cornwall Central High School

Michael Kramer - Parent of Current 10th, 8th and 4th grade Students - Cornwall Central School District

5 members -  Current Junior Class (Class of 2022)



Overview





Teacher Perspective



Teacher Perspective



Teacher Perspective - Current Observations
In my 10 advanced classes it is a frequent conversations among students when the class ranks are released, and it is a conversation that only 

serves to make most of the students insecure and anxious. I don't like that students discuss it with one another as it breeds unhealthy 

competition. And having spoken with students who are vying for the top spots, they have been frank about the fact that knowing their rank in 

10th grade made them feel an immense pressure to maintain their standing at whatever cost.

I've seen anxiety, sadness, disappointment, and kids getting down on themselves from both my anxious high performing students who feel that 

"they didn't do good enough", or my lower level students who see that they're near the bottom of the class and then feel bad about themselves 

or their abilities.

In my observations, many kids care more about percentage points than content and personal achievement. I think ranking pits kids against 

each other rather than pushing for personal best.

Students use it to compare themselves to others. It is more often used in a negative way.

Students mostly dislike class rank as it is a poor representation of their intelligence. Others dislike its competitive nature. Universally students 

have mentioned it’s impact on their stress.



Teacher Perspective - If We Moved Away From Rank
It will alleviate the intense pressure these students feel to maintain their standing. It will discourage unhealthy competition among peers and 

hopefully it will engender of love of learning rather than reducing classes to grades.

More focus on learning rather than getting the grade. Students tend to focus on grades and not learn the material. I've noticed higher incidents 

of cheating because of that.

The point highlighted about helping their fellow classmates rise to the top instead of beating them out to the top is the most positive thing I 

can see about this. Helping your fellow classmate knowing that it only impacts in a kind and caring way rather than a punitive way is so strong 

in building the character of these students.

Students should be working together and not avoiding helping each other just for the purposes of class rank. Also, it is so hard to compare 

school to school so 30th in Cornwall might be better than 10th somewhere else but 30 looks way worse than 10.

As stated in the presentation, colleges are no longer seeing the value in ranking such as this. This will allow students and parents to explore 

other ways of building character and credentials on a college app. or resume.

Students might actually find something they enjoy. Increase in internal motivation



Admissions Point of View
“How high schools determine class rank varies greatly, so there is little ability to apply 

it uniformly.  Additionally, we see a rapidly increasing amount of school districts that 

do not choose to share class rank in class information with colleges and universities.”

-Michael McKeon, Director of Undergraduate Admissions, SUNY Albany

“The GPA and the courses the student takes are more important.  We don’t compare by 

rank of the student.  At the end of the day, it’s about who they are.  The rank is just a 

number that can be interpreted in many ways.”

-Yale Admissions Officer



The Summary on Rank in the United States
More than half of high schools in the United States do not rank

Most small private and competitive high schools have done away with it because they 

feel it penalizes many excellent students who are squeezed out of the top 10 percent of 

the class and then overlooked by elite colleges.

Due to the tremendous differences in curricula and grading standards at different high 

schools, many admission officers (especially at selective private colleges) have begun to 

discount the accuracy and importance of class rank as a factor in evaluating students. 



Student Perspective
● Students feel that there is a “cut-throat” nature to the rank system

● Students have reported that class rank causes anxiety and stress 

● Students have also reported that students will often “game” the 

system by taking classes that can yield them a more favorable GPA 

depending on classes they take to get ahead, rather than take the 

courses they would enjoy and benefit from

● Students have reported that they feel like when they are helping a 

peer that is close in rank to them, they are inevitably hurting 

themself.  They sometimes watch their peers fail.



SEL Perspective
● Rather than students fighting over singular spots in a rank system, 

students have nobody but themselves to knock them out of a tier.  

So competition to get to the highest level exists, but now is in a 

more supportive environment.

● Students would help “bring up” their peers to their tier or 

encourage them to strive harder.

● Students do not need to feel the anxiety and pressure that ranking 

causes them.



Frequently Asked Questions
What if my child needs their rank for a scholarship or applying to a service 

academy?

Rank can still be computed behind the scenes in our data management system 

and can be provided to anyone who needed it as a requirement

What about scholarships?  How will they be eligible if some require a “top 

ten” or a top percentile requirement?

Again, rank can still be provided for these scholarships and be sent directly to 

the organization if needed.  Percentiles, deciles, etc. can also still be provided



Frequently Asked Questions
What will happen to Valedictorian/Salutatorian?  Celebrating the Top Ten in the class?

Traditional recognitions can still occur as exact GPA and rank can be computed behind 

the scenes.  If the school would like to make a local decision on celebrating high 

achieving students they may choose to do so as well.



Timeline



Timeline of Class Rank Conversation
● April of 2019 - First brought conversation regarding class rank and examining the 

policy to district office.  

● Fall of 2019 - Started research and collected data from college admissions reps 

from the public and private realms, additionally held informal “pulse check” 

conversations with various stakeholders.

● March of 2020 - Collected data from CCHS teachers

● COVID

● May 2020 - Proposed re-examination of Class Rank policy to Board of Education 

with student representatives



Data



Class of 2020

Class Size = 274

With a 90 or better = 110

Top 10 % Threshold = 95.721

# of Students  98 or better = 11

Students with 100 or better = 3



Class of 2021

Class Size = 287

With a 90 or better = 120

Top 10% Threshold = 97.866

# of Students 98 or better = 27

Students with 100 or better = 9



Class of 2022

Class Size = 280

With a 90 or better = 135

Top 10 % Threshold = 97.981

# of Students  98 or better = 27

*Students with 100 or better = 16



Goal #1 - Tiered System Based Upon Latin Honors
Develop a tiered system in which students only compete with themselves to get into 

that tier.   The tiered system can replicate collegiate Latin Honors For example:

Cum Laude - 92 - 94.99

Magna Cum Laude - 95 - 97.99

Summa Cum Laude - 98 +

Questions - Do we like these bands where they are?  Do we want to move 

them up to make them more competitive? How do we want to recognize these 

students (graduation)? 



Goal #2 - Traditions - What Do We Want to Keep/Change?
Valedictorian/Salutatorian

Top Ten in the Class

Speakers at Graduation



Goal #3 - Roll Out
How do we want to roll this out?

What year are we starting with?  Hybrid for current year?  Start fully for next year?

How will the community know?  


